
Welcome to the Kent County Photographic Association Ross Cup 2015 

Main Features 

The Ross Cup is held annually between Associates (Clubs) affiliated to the KCPA. 

This Competition is open to photographers who are members of photographic clubs affiliated to the 

KCPA. 

Associate Clubs need to submit  8 mounted prints. 

Not more than two prints from any one member may be included in each club's entry. 

Prints will be judged individually, and awarded points out of 20. The Associate Club submitting the 

images with the highest aggregate score will be awarded The Ross Cup. 

The photographer submitting the print judged to be the best in the Competition will be awarded the 

Premier Award certificate. 

Entries to be submitted online via the competition web site. 

General Rules 

No photographs accepted in a previous event shall be eligible for re-entry in the same event in 

subsequent years, but they are eligible for other KCPA competitions. 

Any photo found to have been entered into a past competition of the same name wil be scored as 

“0” 

Photographers must only have their images entered for one club. 

Image titles must not exceed 35 characters. 

No more than 3 qualifications to be accredited to a photographer. 

All entries must be recorded and uploaded into the KCPA Online image management system via the 

KCPA website. 

All aspects and the copyright of every image must be that of the  photographer  and be exclusively 

their work. They may not have included any element that was originated by or is the copyright of 

other photographers or use clip-art or elements from stock photography. 

No watermarks, titles or photographer’s name or qualifications are to appear on the face of the print 

or mount. 

All entries are accepted in good faith. The entrant agrees to indemnify the Judge, Competition 

Organisers and other related parties against any litigation that may arise if entered images do not 

have the necessary permissions to be published in Competition-related documents, or on any 

website associated with the Competition. 

The Competition Organisers’ decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. 



The Competition Organisers have the right to withdraw acceptances should it become apparent that 

an image was ineligible. 

The Competition Organisers reserve the right to reproduce any entry (without fee) in connection 

with the competition (e.g. on KCPA website) 

The Competition Organisers reserve the right to either reject an image, or to not show an accepted 

image, if it is deemed offensive to a wider public audience. 

The Competition Organisers reserve the right to reject images which do not meet the entry criteria. 

Copyright remains with the photographer. 

Submission of entries will be taken as acceptance of all conditions. 

It is the entrant's responsibility to ensure that his/her contact details are kept up to date. 

 

Image Preparation Guidance - Prints 

 Print mounts must be 50 x 40 cm and a maximum of 4mm thick. The actual image can be any 
size, but mounts should not deviate from these sizes. 

 The title of the image, the photographer’s name and camera club/society should be written 
on the back of the image in the BOTTOM RIGHT HAND CORNER, this text will be also be used 
to determine the orientation of the print. Do not use a label to do this, instead write on the 
back of the mount board itself. 

 Although previously a label was affixed to the prints by yourself, from now on it will be done 
by the Organising Team. The KCPA Image Management System will generate a label to be 
fixed on the rear of the mount at the top right hand corner matching the orientation of the 
information provided by the photographer. 

 The images should then be ordered as shown in the Entry Summary that you will receive via 
email following the finalising of your Club entry. 

 This should be printed out and must be included with your package of prints. Please ensure 
that your images are packed all together, and not individually. 

 Prints should be delivered to a "Drop Off Point" in a Print Box or contained within suitable 
packing, or sent by post or Courier. 

 Prints can be produced using conventional silver-based technology or by electronic or 
mechanical means and may be third party processed. Prints that have been produced or 
enhanced by electronic means are allowed provided that the components used to produce 
the final image are the original photographic work of the photographer. 

 Un-mounted prints are not acceptable. 

 Framed prints are not permitted. 



 Prints must be capable of being stored with other work without causing damage due to poor 
mounting and/or the use of abrasive or sticky materials e.g. Velcro or Sellotape. Failure to 
satisfactorily mount prints may result in them being rejected, with no refund being given. 

 The software dictates that a digital image of your print must be uploaded via our upload 
website, the size of this image should not exceed 1400px horizontally and 1050px vertically, 
smaller sizes will be accepted. * See PDI’s below for further instruction. This action is needed 
to trigger the judging paperwork, and to enable payment for your entry. 

  All the print entries will be displayed on the day of the Ross Cup event.  

While the Ross Cup is a print competition and the judge will only see and score the prints 
themselves, we require a PDI version for projection to the audience on the day and for possible 
inclusion in the catalogue. 

 

Image Preparation Guidance - PDIs 

 The image must not exceed 1400 pixels wide by 1050 pixels high. Images that are smaller 

than these dimensions are acceptable but will appear smaller when projected for judging. 

The online submission web site will not allow you to enter an image which is too big. 

 The files must be in JPEG format. 

 Each image file to be uploaded must be no larger than 3 Mb. 

 You are advised but it is not obligatory to set the print resolution to 300 ppi for catalogue 

printing purposes. Please note that this print resolution setting has no effect on the quality 

of your projected image. 

 Please do not add any unnecessary borders to your images. Black borders serve no purpose 

for digital projection, while white borders can distract the eye from the image. 

 Only JPEG images will be accepted. An  sRGB  colourspace  will be assumed so it is strongly 

recommended that submitted images should have been converted to the sRGB  colourspace. 

 Image titles will be read during the selection process and will appear in the catalogue and on 

the results website. Please check your spelling and capitalisation! 

 Certain punctuation characters are not permitted within image titles. These are:     _  #  &  /  

:  ;  *  "  ~  <  >  |  ?  \ 

 Please note that the Submission Software permits the Competition Secretary to amend their 

entries. If amended, the entry MUST BE REFINALISED, otherwise the submission is not made. 

Please check and double-check! 

 If you have any difficulties uploading entries or images, particularly if you have "non-digital 

images" please email rosscup@kcpa.co.uk for assistance. 

 For Film workers, who do not wish to upload a digital image of their Print, go here for a 

blank black image which will need a title and photographer added. 

 For help in Preparing images for upload please go to http://www.kcpa.co.uk/preparing-

images-for-the-ross-cup/ 

 

 

mailto:rosscup@kcpa.co.uk
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/5346733/Blank%20Black%20Image.jpg
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/5346733/Blank%20Black%20Image.jpg
http://www.kcpa.co.uk/preparing-images-for-the-ross-cup/
http://www.kcpa.co.uk/preparing-images-for-the-ross-cup/


Image file naming requirements 

Image files submitted using the online submission website may have any name, within reason, with 
the proviso that the file must be a valid JPEG file with the file name suffix '.jpg'. The website will 
attempt to convert your file name into a preliminary image title. You may then modify that title to 
suit your requirements both before uploading the image and, if necessary, after the upload. 
 
Submitting Entries 

Entries must be submitted using the Competition online entry pages via the invitation from the KCPA 

This is the only accepted method of entry. 

The entry must be paid for at this stage using the PayPal facility, if you do not have a PayPal account 

you will be able to use your credit or debit card. 

Entry Fees and payment 

For the Ross Cup   2015 the fee is £28 per Club Entry. 

Payment should be made using the Secure PayPal checkout facility using the 'Payment' button on 

the entry website. 

Please Note: You do not need a PayPal account to pay your entry fee as the Secure PayPal checkout 

will give you the option to pay with a Credit or Debit card. 

Privacy Policy 

This competition uses the PhotoExhib Online entry system, developed and managed by 

BrightImaging. 

Details of entrants will be stored and used solely for the purposes of administering this annual 

competition, including informing entrants of subsequent Kent County Photographic Association 

exhibitions and competitions. 

To ensure privacy, you must use an email address that is unique to you. 

Except as required for the management of competition data by BrightImaging, no personal 

information will be transferred to any party outside of Kent County Photographic Association for any 

purpose, unless required by law. 

Awards 

The Ross Cup is awarded to the Associate Club/Society with the highest total marks in the 

competition from 8 Prints. 

The Mick Smithson Shield and Premier Award Certificate Trophy are awarded to the individual 

photographer who in the opinion of the Judge produced the best Print in the Competition. 

The Lakeland Holidays Landscape Trophy  is awarded to the individual photographer who in the 

opinion of the Judge produced  the best landscape image in the Competition. 



A Trophy is presented to the most improved Club, defined by the Club with the highest placement  

as  compared to their position in the competition the previous year. 

Merit Award Certificates (maximum 10) may be awarded at the discretion of the Judge. 

The Ross Cup is the mechanism for the KCPA to choose its representatives for the PAGB Inter-

Federation Print competition. The first and second placed Associates are invited to represent the 

KCPA in this National Competition. 

Catalogue 

An Illustrated catalogue will be produced listing all of the submitted images,  individual  scores and 

Associate Club/Society total scores and positions. The catalogue will be issued to all KCPA clubs and 

attendees on the day.  

Exhibition Calendar: 

Invitation to enter: 5th August 2015 

Closing date for entries:   6th September  2015 

Selection date : 9th September 2015  

The Awards Presentation:  17th  October  2015 

Judge: Caroline Coleman ARPS 

 

 

 

 

 


